We study a general online convex optimization problem. We have a convex set S and an unknown sequence of cost functions ct, c2,..., and in each period, we choose a feasible point xt in S, and learn the cost ct(xt). If the fimction ct is also revealed after each period then, as Zinkevich shows in [25] , gradient descent can be used on these functions to get regret bounds of O(~/~). That is, after n rounds, the total cost incurred will be O(v/~ ) more than the cost of the best single feasible decision chosen with the benefit of hindsight, min~ ~ ct (x).
best single point, chosen with the benefit of hindsight. In this setting, Zinkevich analyzes the regret of gradient descent given by Xt+l = xt -~lVCt(Xt).
We will focus on gradient descent in a "bandit" version of the online setting. As a motivating example, consider a company that has to decide, every week, how much to spend advertising on each of d different channels, represented as a vector xt E IR d. At the end of each week, they calculate their total profit pt(xt).
In the offline case, one might assume that each week the function Pl,P2,... are identical. In the stochastic case, one might assmne that in different weeks the profit functions pt(x) will be noisy realizations of some underlying "true" profit function, for example pt(x) = p(x) + et(x), where et(x) has mean 0. In the online case, no assumptions are made about a distribution over convex profit functions and instead they are modeled as the malicious choices of an adversary. This allows, for example, for more complicated time-dependent random noise or the effects of a bad economy, or even an environment that responds to the choices we make (an adaptive adversary).
In the bandit setting, we only have black-box access to the fimction(s) and thus cannot access the gradient of ct directly for gradient descent. (In the advertising example, the advertisers only find out the total profit of their chosen xt, and not how much they would have profited from other values of x.)
This type of optimization is sometimes referred to as direct or gradient-free.
In direct offiine and stochastic optimization, a natural approach is to is to estimate the gradient at a point by evaluating the tunction at several nearby points point. (this is called Finite Difference Stochastic Apprvximation, see, for example, Chapter 6 of [23] ). In the online setting, the functions change adversarially over time and we only can evaluate each flmction once. We use a one-point estimate of the gradient to circumvent this difficulty. Earlier one-point estimates of the gradient are due to by Granichin and Spall [8, 22] .
Independently, R. Kleinberg has recently shown surprisingly similar guarantees for the same problem we consider, using a slightly different technique: O(n 3/4) regret. We discuss the differences in the related work section.
1.1 A one-point gradient estimate. Our onepoint estimate of the gradient of a function f : N d -~ IR, in d dimensions, is the following, for a random unit vector u and small 5 > O:
(1.1)
V f(x) ~ E [df(x + SU) u]
We first present the intuition and then the theoretical justification. It would seem that in d dimensions one would require d + 1 evaluations to estimate the gradient of a function. However, if one is satisfied with a random variable whose expected value is the gradient, one can in fact get by with a single evaluation.
For one dimensional f: IR --~ N, the approximation is the following: since u = ::El with equal probability,
So, in expectation, f(x+Su)u/5 is close to the derivative of f for u = :_t= 1.
Since the gradient of a d-dimensional function f : ]1~ d ~ ~ can be expressed as d one-dimensional derivatives,
it is natural to approximate the gradient by choosing a random (signed) unit coordinate vector u, i.e. random from (:t:1, 0, 0,...), (0, ±1, 0,...),..., and then using the approximation (1.1). The extra factor of d enters due to the fact that one only estimate a single coordinate axis. However, the gradient in general does not depend on which orthonornml basis one chooses, and thus we use (1.1) with a uniformly random unit vector u. Moreover, this is an approximation has a very natural precise interpretation, as we show in Section 2. In particular, (d/5)f(x + 5'a)u is all unbiased estimator the gradient of a smoothed version of f, where the value of f at x is replaced by the average value of f in a ball of radius 5 centered at x. For a vector v selected uniformly at random from the unit ball Ilvll _< 1, let 
Interestingly, this does not require that f be differentiable.
Our method of obtaining a one-point estimate of the gradient is similar to a one-point estimates proposed independently by Granichin [8] and Spall [22] . 1 Spall's estimate uses a perturbation vector p, in which each entry is a zero-mean independent random variable, to produce an estimate of the gradient .0(x) = f(~+~p) [ 1 1 1] T ~7~, ~," "', ~ . This estimate is more of a direct attempt to estimate the gradient coordinatewise and is not rotationally invariant. Spall's analysis focuses on the stochastic setting and requires that the function is three-times differentiable. In [9[, Granichin shows that a similar approximation is sufficient to perform gradient descent in a very general stochastic model. Unlike [8, 9, 22] , we work in an adversarial model, where instead of trying to make the restrictions on the randonmess of nature as weak as possible, we pessimistically assume that nature is conspiring against us. In the online setting where the flmctions are not necessarily related, or even in tile adversarial setting, a one-point estimate of the gradient is sufficient to make gradient descent work. xt+l must be chosen only based on xl,x2,...,xt and cl (x 1), c2 (x2),..., ct (xt) (and private randomness).
Zinkevich shows that, when the gradient Vct(xt) is given to the decision-maker after each period, an online gradient descent algorithm guarantees,
Here D is the diameter of the feasible set, and G is an upper bound on the magnitudes of the gradients. By elaborating on his technique, we present an update rule for computing a sequence of xt+l in the absence of Vct(xt), that gives the following guarantee on expected regret. If we assume that the fnnctions satisfy an L-Lipschitz condition (which is slightly less restrictive than a bounded gradient assumption), then,
Interestingly, the analysis can be performed with no Lipschitz or gradient assumption, yielding slightly worse bounds in the general case:
As expected, our guarantees in the bandit setting are worse than those of the full-information setting:
O(n 3/4) or O(n 5/6) instead of 0(nl/2). Also notice that we require a bound C on the value of the functions, but our second guarantee has no dependence on the diameter D.
To prove these bounds, we have several pieces to put together. First Another problem that arises is that the perturbations may move points outside the feasible set. To deal with these issues, we stay on a subset of the set such that the ball of radius ~ around each point in the subset is contained in S. In order to do this, it is helpful to have bounds on the radii r, R of balls that are contained in S and that contain S, respectively. Then guarantees can be given in terms of R/r. Finally, we can use existing algorithms [18] to reshape the body so R/r < d to get the final results.
We first present our results against an oblivious adversary and then extend them to an adaptive one in Section 3.3. Though the adaptive setting requires a more delicate definition, the adaptive analysis follows naturally from the fact that we use a single-point estimate of the gradient and fresh randomness.
1.3 Related work. For direct otttine optimization, i.e. h'om an oracle that evaluates the function, in theory one can use the ellipsoid [11] or more recent randomwalk based approaches [4] . In black-box optimization, practitioners often use Simulated Amlealing [13] or finite ditt~rence/simulated perturbation stochastic approximation methods (see, for example, [23] ). In the case that the flmctions may change dramatically over time, a single-point approximation to the gradient may be necessary. Granichin and Spall propose other singlepoint estimates of the gradient in [8, 22] .
In addition to the appeal of an online model of convex optimization, Zinkevich's gradient descent analysis can be applied to several other online problems for which gradient descent and other speciM-purpose algorithms have been carefully analyzed, such as Universal Portfolios [6, 10, 14] , online linear regression [16] , and online shortest paths [24] (one convexities to get an online shortest ow problem).
Independently, recently (less than a month apart), and single-handedly, R. Kleinberg [12] has given strikingly similar O(n a/4) bounds for the same problem using an extremely similar approach. The main difference is that his algorithm, more like the finite difference methods, breaks time into phases of length d + 1, and evaluates d + 1 successive fimctions, each at a single nearby point (careflflly incorporating randomness), and uses these values to construct an estimate of the gradient. In light of our analysis, one can interpret his algorithm as performing d + 1 random one-point gradient estinmtes, i.e., even if he only used a random one of the periods per phase, his algorithm should work. The analysis is more delicate since his randomness is not fresh each period, and the bounds are proven only against an oblivious adversary (which must choose the entire sequence of functions in advance, and may not adapting to the choices made by the algorithm). Under reasonable conditions (bounds on the function values, gradients, and Hessians) he proves regret bounds O(d3n3/4). Otherwise, he faces similar issues and uses similar techniques such as rounding the body by putting it in isotropic position.
A similar line of research has developed for the problem of online linear optimization [15, 1, 19] . Here, one wants to solve the related but incomparable problem of optimizing a sequence of linear functions, over a possibly non-convex feasible set, modeling problems such as online shortest paths and online binary search trees (which are difficult to convexify). Kalai and Vempala [15] show that, for such linear optimization problems in general, if the offfine optimization problem is solvable efficiently, then regret can be bounded by O(v/n) also by an efficient online algorithm, in the full-information model. Awerbuch and Kleinberg [1] generalize this to the bandit setting against an oblivious adversary. Blum and McMahan [19] give a simpler algorithm that applies to adaptive adversaries, that may choose their functions ct depending on the previous points.
A few comparisons are interesting to make with the online linear optimization problem. First of all, for the bandit versions of the linear problems, there was a distinction between exploration periods and exploitation periods. During exploration, one action fi'om a barycentric spanner [1] basis of d actions was chosen, for the sole purpose of estimating the linear objective function. In contrast, our algorithm does a little bit of exploration in each phase. Secondly, Blum and McMahan's algorithm [19] , like ours, uses single-period exploration to compete against an adaptive adversary, with a careful Martingale analysis. The ball and sphere of radius a are a~ and aS, correspondingly.
Until Section 3.3, we fix the sequence of functions cl,c2,...cn: S ~ ]R is in advance (meaning we are considering an oblivious adversary, not an adaptive one). The sequence of points we pick is denoted by xl,x2,...,Xn. For the bandit setting, we need to use randomness, so we consider our expected regret:
Zinkevich assumes the existence of a projection oracle Ps(x), projecting the point x onto the nearest point in the convex set S, Ps(x) = argnfin Ix -~1.
zGS Projecting onto the set is an elegant way to handle the situation that a step along the gradient goes outside of the set, and is a commou technique in the optimization literature. Note that computing Ps is "only" an offfine convex optimization problem. While, for arbitrary feasible sets, this may be difficult in practice, for standard shapes, such as cube, ball, and simplex, the calculation is quite straightforward.
A function f is L-Lipschitz if
for all x, y in the domain of f. We assume S contains the ball of radius r centered at the origin and is contained in the ball of radius R, i.e., r]~ c S c RIB.
Technically, we must also assume that S is a closed set, so that the projection operation is well defined. a7
The d-dimensional generalization, which follows from Stoke's theorem, is,
By definition, (2.5) Similarly,
Combining Eq.'s (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6), and the fact that ratio of volume to surface area of a d-dimensional ball of radius ~ is g/d gives the lemma.
Notice that the function ] is differentiable even when f is not.
Expected Gradient Descent
For direct optimization of a single function, it is fairly well-known that using vectors that have expectation equal to the gradient suffices to reach the minimum of a function, in the limit (see, for example, Chapter 10 of [5] ). Here we present an analysis of expected gradient descent in the online setting.
For lack of a better choice, we use the starting point xl = 0, the center of a containing ball of radius R < D. First we state Zinkevich's theorem, which we prove in the appendix for completeness. Plugging in 7~ = ~ gives a regret bound of RGv/n. Now we are ready to give the randomized analysis, hi this section, we show it only for any fixed sequence of functions. In Section 3.3, we prove it for an adaptive adversary that may choose ct+j with knowledge of xt and the previous points.
In the randomized version, each period t we get a random vector 9t with expectation equal to the gradient. The first thing to note is that, Vht(zt) = Vct(zt) + ~t = gt.
. ,9n are vectorvalued random variables with (a) E[gt [zt] = Vct(zt), (b) ]lgt[] -< G, for some G > 0 (this also implies [[Vct(x)l I < G), and (c) S C R~. Then, forT-
Therefore doing deterministic gradient descent on the random flmctions ht is equivalent to doing expected gradient descent on the fixed functions ct. 
_< c,(x) + 2aC
We have used the fact that Ict(x)l,lct(O)l ~ C. Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 3.2. Again we check that the points xt E S, which it is for n is sufficiently large. We now have a direct Lipschitz constant, so we can use it directly in Eq. (3.8) .
Plugging this in with chosen values of a and ~ gives the lemlna.
3.2 Reshaping. The above regret bound depends on R/r, which can be very large. To remove this dependence (or at least the dependence on 1/r), we can reshape the body to make it snore "round."
The set S, with rN C_ S c RN can be put in isotropie position [21] . Essentially, this amounts to estimating the covariance of random samples from the body and applying an affine transformation T so that the new covariance matrix is the identity matrix.
A body T(S) C Nd in isotropic position has several nice properties, including B C T(S) C dB. So, we first apply the preprocessing step to find T which puts the body in isotropic position. This gives us a new R' = d and r ~ = 1. The following observation shows that we can use L ~ = LR. OBSERVATION 3.4 . Let c~(u) = ct(T-l(u)). Then c~ is LR-Lipschitz.
Proof. Let Xs,X 2 E S and ul = T(xs), u2 = T(x2).
Observe that,
IC"t('as) --cIt('a2)[ = [ct(xs) -ct(x2)[ ~ LHXl -x211.
To make this a LR-Lipschitz condition on ct, it suffices Many common shapes such as balls, cubes, etc., are already nicely shaped, but there exist MCMC algorithms for putting any body into isotropic position from a membership oracle [17, 18] . (Note that the projection oracle we assume is a stronger oracle than a membership oracle.) The latest (and greatest) algorithm for putting a body into isotropic position, due to Lovasz and Vempala [18] PTvof. Using r' = 1, R' = 1.01d, L' = LR, and C' = C,
In the first case, we get an expected regret of at most 2na/4V/6(1.Old)dC(LR + C). In the second case, we get an expected regret of at most 3CnS/6v/2(1.Old)d. 3 .3 Adaptive adversary. Until now, we have analyzed the algorithm in the case that there is a fixed but unknown sequence of functions cl, c2,.... In other words, an oblivious adversary must fix the entire sequence of functions in advance, with knowledge of our algorithm but without knowledge of any of its random decisions. However, in many situations the function ct may actually depend on the sequence of previous observed choices of the algorithm, xl, x2,..., xt-] .
That is, we can think of it as a game between the decision maker and the adversary. Each period, the decision maker chooses an xt with knowledge of only X a, el (Xl), X2, c2 (X2), ..., Xt-l, et-l(:r,t-1), while the adversary chooses ct with knowledge of xl, el, x2, c2, ..., xt-1, ct-1 .
In this section, we sketch why the theorems we have shown all hold against an adaptive adversary, up to changes in the multiplicative constants of at most a factor of 3. Now each function ct is itself a random variable which may depend on our choices of xl,x2,... ,xt-1. The bounds relating the costs ct(xt), ct(yt), and ct(Yt) were all worst-case bounds, i.e., they hold for arbitrary ct, regardless of whether the ct are adaptively chosen or not. Thus it suffices to bound yes So we may as well pretend that the adversary's only goal is to maximize the above regret. In this case, from the adversary's knowledge of our sequence Xl,X2,...,xt-x and our algorithm, it can deduce our values Yi, Y2,..., Yr. Thus, it remains to show that expected gradient descent works in the adversarial setting. (In other words, we will show that the adversary's extra knowledge of the sequence of xt's cannot help for the purpose of maximizing the above regret.)
To do this, we generalize Lemnm 3.1 to the adaptive setting. By analogy to our use of Lemma In the above we have used E[{,. {t] = 0 and that I1~,11 -< 2c as mentioned.
Conclusions
We have given algorithms for bandit online optimization of convex functions. Our approach is to extend Zinkevich's gradient descent analysis to a situation where we do not have access to the gradient. We give a simple trick for approximating the gradient of a function by a single sample, and we give a simple understanding of this approximation as being the gradient of a smoothed flmction. This is similar to an approximation proposed in [22] . The simplicity of our approximation make it straightforward to analyze this algorithm in an online setting, with few assumptions. Interestingly, the earlier bandit analysis of online linear optimization of McMahan and Blum [19] similarly uses single samples whose expectation correctly reconstruct the linear function.
It is also worth noting that the online shortest paths problem [24] can be convexified, where one chooses ows rather than paths. Given a ow, it is possible to choose a random path whose expected time is equal to the time of the ow. Using this approach, one can apply our algorithm to the bandit online shortest paths problem [1, 19] to get guarantees against an adaptive adversary.
Zinkevich presents a few nice variations on the model and algorithms. He shows that an adaptive step size 7 h = O(1/~/t) can be used with similar guarantees. It is likely that a similar adaptive step size could be used here.
He also proves that gradient descent can be compared, to an extent, with a non-stationary adversary. He shows that relative to any sequence zl, z2,..., Zn, it achieves, n E c,(x,)rain Zl~Z2~...~zn~S _< 0 CD~/n(1 + E I]zt -Zt-lll) Thus, compared to an adversary that moves a total distance o(n), he has regret o(n).
These types of guarantees may be extended to the bandit setting.
The algorithm has potentially wide application as it can be applied to minimizing any flmction(s) over a convex set. If the range of function values were unknown, or for other practical reasons, it would make sense to use the update Yt+l := Yt -l/(ct(xt) -Ct_l(Xt_l))U t. This has the same expected value as the update we suggested, but its magnitude may be smaller.
